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     Abstract— Wireless Sensor Network is very useful in 

number of applications such as home applications, military 

applications, industrial applications and hospitals. Here we 

proposed Ring Infrastructure Protocol (RIP) for efficient 

communication in WSN (Wireless Sensor Network), to form the 

infrastructure. RIP originate physical rings that already exist in 

a WSN and form an infrastructure having the same center of 

rings. One or more mobile agents are allocated to each ring in 

rings, which collect the data and observe the rings. At each ring 

access nodes are selected randomly and they visiting to their 

respective ring. Here we use both multi-hop and data-mule 

communication model for high reliability. Our goal is to create 

an infrastructure which is robust and reliable. With the help of 

that infrastructure provide a rough cost model. Infrastructure 

performance is evaluated with the help of upper layer processes. 

System output is compared with the multi-scale communication 

and results shows that ring infrastructure saves more energy 

compared with multi-scale communication. And results are 

shown via extensive numerical calculations in MATLAB. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

For designing of wireless sensor network recently the 

multi-hop communication model is used. In most of the 

network deployment of node is random but network topology 

is arbitrary. Communication protocol controls the cooperation 

between all nodes. So that communication process is coupled 

to near to near topology. In contradiction upper layer protocol 

use basics of communication protocol, which gives cross 

layered design of wireless sensor network[2]. The degree of 

dependence is high between upper layer protocol and 

communication functionalities. The development of paper is 

depend on previous work [4]. Here we proposed ring 

infrastructure protocol. And wireless sensor network is 

covered with both stationary and mobile nodes. By using the 

mobility property in WSNs we achieve number of goals [5]. 

With the help of that we can move sensors in the field and 

arrange them newly in the network. In this paper some 

powerful entities are assigned to collect the data from rings, 

which are known as mobile agents. Each ring accredit by one 

or more mobile agent/sinks which behave like mobile probes. 

For the collection of data we assign two strategies i.e. Multi-

hop and Data-mule communication strategies. For multi-hop 

strategies data is coming from all the intermediate nodes. But 

in the data-mule strategies mobile agents collect the data 

from each sensor node. Bunch of access points are selected 

for each ring. And mobile agents used these access points for 

the master and managing the network. In ring logical and 

physical sensors are neighboring nodes. For the construction 

of this system we require only location information depend 

on one-hop neighbor information.  No need of any global 

information for RIP protocol. And we claim that our overlay 

construction is reusable, failure handling, efficient. The main 

goal of paper is overlay construction which is generic and 

minimizing the energy expenditure as compared to multi-

scale communication in WSNs [6].  

All related work is same as early described in paper [26].  

Entire software stack architecture is proposed in early 

described paper [1] and [3]. In that author proposed a 

architecture and also describe rules for network services 

could be arranged over sensor network protocol and insertion 

of sensor protocol in between network layer and data link 

layer. Because Of unification process considerably increase 

overhead and gives decrease in performance [2]. For the 

construction of communication topology tree-based and 

cluster-based techniques are maximum used because 

topology usually constructed over a sensor network as an in-

line communication structure that supports path finding 

(routing) and data collecting [7]. Flooding technique is 

commonly used operation for efficient network and 

maintaining the network [8]. General purpose overlay is not 

bind to any upper layer protocols. This overlay gives high 

efficiency [9]. It is not easy to modeling such type of overlay 

for the resource like WSNs which are rare resources. For 

modeling such overlay author of [10] describe coronas and 

wedges and here mainly used stationary sensor network. 

Training agent is allocated at center which is also known as 

special sink and it support transmission ranges. In that TA is 

act as master for all other node. Node position is given in the 

selected form (coronas and wedges), this protocol is 

centralized protocol and which require global information. 

But author did not specify effects of adding multiple sinks or 

TA and that whole paper gives the movement of training 

agent [11]. But there are some queries in [11] because author 

didn’t answered how many coronas and wedges are allocated 

to each TA. But as compare to [11] in [12] author explain a 

ring overlay construction in which all nodes arranged in the 

format of ring around base station because  base station is lies 

in a center and information is passing from outer to the inner 

ring and inner ring to the base station. In [13] author resulting 
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a protocol which is a C3 protocol and it is depend on received 

signal strength indicator (RSSI), which is extended with the 

help of  [14]. Both protocol constructed a ring which is 

depend on communication range. Rings are formed based on 

distance from the base station. In [13] which nodes are 

unaware of their location and also with the help of the C3 

protocol cost of communication is reduced. In [10] for 

supporting the upper-layer processes author proposed multi-

scale overlay in which nodes are arranged in cells or supper 

cells. In which a clustering based technique is used. Children 

nodes are passes the information to the parent means cluster 

heads and cluster heads passes the information to the base 

station. Also research is going on that is the construction of 

logical overlay i.e. the distributed hash table (DHT) on the 

top of the physical networks. [15] What changes are 

happened when considering the mobility is explain in this 

paper. And minimization of gap between the logical and 

physical overlay is explained in [16]. Author explained a 

routing protocol which is known as virtual ring routing 

(VRR). Which is explained based on a DHT schemes, in 

which above link layer logical rings are formed. But author of 

[17] assumed a circular field having a diameter D and then it 

is divided into number of circles a having a same center 

means concentric circle. Author of [18] explain a system 

based on a Gaussian ring deployment for security purpose at 

the edge of network. And also for managing the flood in the 

network author assume a ring topology for WSN. 

But our proposed approach described in paper is very simple 

and energy efficient. It does not need to form ring around 

base station but in contrast to this in that system sweeps the 

network from outermost to the innermost nodes. It also uses 

both multi-hop and mobility based communication. It gives 

easy data routing and collection of data. 

    Previous work [26] , we get the reduced energy 

expenditure but in that paper we again improve or reduced 

energy expenditure as compare to previous work by 

increasing bandwidth and proper synchronization  between 

transmitter and receiver. And results are obtained using 

extensive numerical calculations in MATLAB .The further 

paper is arranged as follows. All the network entities in 

section II.  All details about infrastructure design issues 

related to ring discovery in section III.  And all summary for 

performance in section IV.  And V consists of conclusion. 

 

II. RING INFRASTRUCTURE PROTOCOL (RIP) 

A. System Model 

Now consider a deployment framework in which there are 

some stationary nodes and moving nodes. But as compare to 

stationary nodes mobile nodes are in a less quantity. And 

these moving node or mobile agent are powerful than 

stationary nodes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Mobile Agent: This moving agent is also any moving thing 

which collects data from the sensor nodes. These mobile 

agent could be robot, moving vehicles, human with 

portable devices, for simplicity we knows them mobile 

agents (MA). Based on the proposed strategies mobile 

agents are allocated to the field. It is not import allocation 

of mobile agent at set up time. And mobility of mobile 

agent is also controlled in [28] and they move based on 

various mobility pattern. 

 Sensor Nodes: Here we assume that sensor nodes are 

uniformly distributed in the framework, and provided by a 

common transmission range and energy supply. For 

detection of their coordinates they use GPS. 

B. Stages of RIP 

RIP manages allotted nodes into a framework of rings having 

same center. In [4] brief explanation is provided of RIP. With 

the help of localized operation means using GPS (Global 

Positioning System) RIP forms a ring infrastructure. Only 

one hop neighbor information is given to the next node. At 

the time of set up RIP dynamically discovers the rings. And 

at the run time mobile agents are allocated. According to 

required operation mobile probes are allocated. Here the Fig. 

1 gives the formation of physical rings in the network 

topology. And Fig. 2 gives theoretical view of Ring 

framework. 

 
Fig.1. Outcome of RIP in WSN [26] 

RIP arranges the framework in a very simple way. Nodes are 

arranged in a sets like, framework ring R, the framework 

backbones B, the internal network nodes I, the framework 

access point AP and mobile agent MA. Ring  include 

backbone  and the associated internal nodes . Closed 

sequence of nodes is known as backbone. One-hop neighbors 

of backbone nodes are internal nodes. A backbone ring is 

start from one node and at the same node or node belongs to 

the same backbone. 
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Fig 2. Theoretical view of ring structure 

The network is divided by number of nodes such as 

Access points  and MAs. AP is master for the mobile 

probes because they guide the mobile agents. Mobile agents 

directly pick up the data from access points in the data-mule 

communication, otherwise through multi-hop 

communication. RIP forms the ring framework three sections 

i.e. ring organization, AP selection and MA allocation. 

1. Ring Organization 

The closed sequence of nodes and their one-hop 

neighbors is known as ring. Iteratively rings are arranged. 

The outer ring , consist of outer boundary of network and 

their one-hop nodes. Outer boundary is come to know by any 

boundary recognition algorithm which given in a [21] and 

[22]. Backbone nodes are those nodes which form the outer 

boundary and their one-hop neighbors are known as internal 

nodes of ring. As recognized, all nodes within the outermost 

ring are enters in sleep mode. Then this ring is out of 

operation, and then new boundary is considered as backbone 

of next ring . Till the end of phase all rings are iteratively 

covered. A framework is divided into set of rings R= ( , , 

). Each ring consists of set of backbone nodes and internal 

node. One of the nodes from the backbone sequence is known 

as leader node of that ring. To find out the current ring 

number backbone discovery massage is transmitted by master 

node to recognize the outer boundary of node send a 

signature packet data. The position of each node is depending 

on leader node and it is a one-hop count from leader node of 

that ring. Set is form (ring number, node position) used to 

know the nodes in . Each internal node gives the same ID 

as parent node. Bound hole algorithm is used by RIP [21] and 

[22]. 

2. AP( Access Point) selection 
Many nodes are selected as access points for each ring. 

Access points are subset of backbone nodes . Access points 

are chosen according to distance or hop count from the leader 

node in the ring as example, nodes at distance kh (k=1, 2, 3 

etc or h is the given parameter). Piggy backed technique is 

used for the access point selection (because the parameter h 

denotes number of hops between successive access points 

could be conveying by same packet as boundary recognize 

information). As access pints are selected the nodes change 

their topological condition. Nodes with fellowship are known 

as dangling node. These nodes connect themselves to any 

attached internal neighbor. MA uses as access points as a 

guide. As the number of access point increases the 

accessibility of network increases. Where h parameter is 

tunable parameter and any node can change their status if 

necessary. 

3. MA (Mobile Agent) allocation 

For managing the load RIP allocate mobile agent. MA 

used for the collection of data and network management. 

Mobile agent for respective ring or home ring is known as 

mobile agent of that ring otherwise it assistant MA for other 

ring which is application dependent. Access points are guides 

for the MAs they guide the mobile agent for network 

navigation which is periodic or upon demand. Each MA 

know its periodic visiting time t, in periodic. Which is an 

application oriented parameter. We are described two main 

types passive allocation and active allocation. Passive 

allocation is depending on number of discovered rings. If m 

is Mobile agent and g is the number of rings then number of 

mobile agent to each ring is (m/g). Greater results is achieved 

when m=ag  and a ≥ 1. Active allocation is depending on 

application, for example a large number of mobile probes are 

given to critical areas. According to ring discovery, access 

point selection and mobile agent allocation we derive one 

simple algorithm. 

 

 RIP algorithm 

RIP phase I: Ring Discovery 

1. Initialization mp0 at the edge of the network, i= 0, B, R 

2. = backbone of  

3. If i= 1, c = centroid ( ) 

4. Leader of  = Elect leader out of  

5. Internals of  = one hop count from  

6. Set membership of all internals and go sleep 

7. MP next position= MP current position // move one step in the 

MP-to-c direction  

8. i= i+1 

Phase II: Set Access Point 

1. Initialize k=1, for each  in backbone of  

2. Access point selection =hop count from leader node 

3. If node count = kh then select access point 

k= 1, 2, 3 etc ad h= No of hops between successive Aps 

4. Exchange topological status among Aps 

5. If no ring membership then // dangling node attach to any 

connected neighbor. 

Phase III: Allocate MP 

1. Input MP, R  

2. Mpi initial location= Determine current probe location based on 

leader of  

3. Allocate for load balancing and collection of data from nodes 
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III. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES IN RIP 

FRAMEWORK 

Topological status of all nodes is also given in the 

following table according to ring overlay. Each node is 

classified according to (ring #, role). The role contains parent, 

backbone, internal, foreign-internal and dangling .the table 

describe information of all nodes and their role based on 

connectivity shown in fig 3.  

 

TABLE I Neighbor’s information of a) node -  and b)      node -  

 
 

As is the outermost ring so that it does not have any FINs. 

Default parent node is marked as within a ring , for any 

internal node with more than backbone node. 

We should note that internal nodes of  do not have 

backbone neighbor in -1,internal nodes of  that are 

physical neighbor of +1 are known as foreign internal 

neighbor(FINs) of +1 (as example the node -  is a 

foreign internal neighbor of - ) 

 
Fig. 3.  Ring connectivity in RIP 

 

A. Framework Communications 

   RIP gives two communication patterns: primitive pattern 

and composite pattern. In this paper only primitive pattern is 

described [26]. Composite pattern is very hard and complex 

and it is out of scope for this system still work on that in 

progress. F. According to location of source and destination 

in-ring and inter-ring primitives pattern is described. The 

destination could be any other node or mobile probe.  RIP 

provides home only, Plan-based and cross ring 

communication for MAs. MAs collect data in home ring only 

and cannot participate in other ring for home only pattern, 

any data from other ring will reach by multi-hop 

communication. In cross ring, a MAs cross the ring for 

collection of data. In plan based mode they collect data 

according to plan which is application specific. MAs also 

communicate in data mule communication also they cannot 

collect data from the node but also carry data from one place 

to other in the framework. This is very flexible ring 

infrastructure which is used for number of applications. 

According to fig. 4. Dashed line indicates in-ring   

communication between backbone nodes -  and - . 

Also solid or continue line indicate inter-ring communication 

between -  and - . Data are disseminated in the 

clockwise direction until they reach - , which sends the 

data to  -  via  - . In  the data travel clockwise 

until they arrive at  -  (in this case, only one hop is 

required). 

B. Effective Failure Handling 
Infrastructure is very flexible so that any change in the status 

of the node will give only local updates. Failure management 

is depending on two strategies. 

 Fragmentation: if any default or failure is happening in a 

ring is does not spread over the network so that it gives less 

impact on the framework. 

 Role –based operation: All nodes plays different function 

so that load is distributed in efficient manner so that it 

decreases failure. 

Nodes are determined fail when they does not give response 

to the packet transmitted by the leader node for purpose of 

discovering failure. If any backbone node is failed then 

internal neighbors of that backbone parent node is directly 

switch to other parent node. And if any internal node is failed 

in a network then it is ignored and leaving that cut point 

(hole) as it is and ignored during communication 

C. Addition of new nodes 
  In RIP it is easy to add a new node in infrastructure, because 

it does not need any global updates. Status of the node is 

determined by local neighbor information collected from one-

hop physical neighbor. Suppose x node is added in the 

network then following rules are applied for that. 

 If there are no backbone nodes within neighbors of x and 

all internals are belong to same ring  then x is known 

as dangling node of that same ring. If internal nodes are 

not of that node then x is FINs in inter ring . 

 if x has a backbone neighbors having a same ring  then 

x is directly known as internal node of  and select a 

parent. 

IV. EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE 

    In that section we provide a simple cost model which 

shows cost of our system. And also prove that ability of RIP 

to reduce energy expenditure, stand against the failure and 

flexibility of system. We present cost model and detailed 

MATLAB results to show above features of proposed 

protocol. 
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A. System cost 

The total cost of the system includes number of rings formed 

in the network which consist of number of rings and nodes as 

well as the number of access points and mobile probes 

associated with rings. 

RIP divide WSN into number of concentric rings and size or 

area is decreases from outermost ring to the innermost ring. 

Therefore the cost of the network is sum of the cost of each 

ring in rings. 
 

 =                                             (1) 

Where m is the number of determined rings, and  is the 

total cost of network. Where  is the cost of single ring and 

according to system design      > . 

For calculating m we assume that  is the radius of 

outermost ring. And all nodes are uniformly distributed.  

   The number of discovered rings are m = /  where  is 

the transmission range. 

Does not need to know it is calculated according to c. If 

outermost ring  is consider as polygon with set of k access 

points ( ,  , ) as its virtual vertices, then can be 

calculated using equation 2 
 

= Max || c, { ,    } ||                    (2) 

Where   is the width of each ring. 

 

= (  - )                                   (3) 

If d is the average number of one-hop neighbors (degree of 

connectivity), then number of nodes for each ring are 

calculated as  
 

= ≤ d |  |                                               (4) 

 

= Number of hops required to complete a full circuit. 

Number of access points for each ring is calculated as 

 

 = |  | / h  

The total number of access points in the network is given as. 

 

K =  

 

But the total communication cost is the function of 

communication in terms of number of energy expenditure 

required in network for the given task and time required to 

complete that task. 

 

= f (m, B, h)                                       (5) 

Where, 

m = Number of discovered rings 

B = Time required to complete one circuit (ring) 

h = Number of hops/ tunable parameter for RIP 

B. MATLAB Results 

   Very first we prove the efficiency of RIP and then show the 

flexibility of network at any failure. And the main thing is we 

compared RIP with Hybrid tree-based and cluster-based 

multi-scale communication described in [6]. The MSC 

produces multi-scale communication overlay for sensor 

network by forming clusters and trees.RIP effectively support 

upper layer process. 

In this work, we obtained results via numerical calculations in 

MATLAB platform. We used BPSK modulation and 

demodulation for the communication purpose between the 

sensors. We have used the same system architecture as in 

previous work [26] and some modifications are done for 

reducing the energy expenditure for same transmission 

radius. Here our goal is to minimize overall energy 

expenditure for that we have used two scenario. Firstly we 

have increased bandwidth up to 1 MHZ = 10^6 and then we 

have done proper synchronization between transmitter and 

receiver. For successful data transmission proper 

synchronization between transmitter and receiver required. 

Hence this will save unnecessary use of energy required for 

transmission. In that case till the proper synchronization 

between transmitter and receiver is not happen transmitter 

cannot send data so that unnecessary transmitting energy 

reduced. As overall energy required for communication is 

reduced automatically infrastructure cost also reduced.  

While performing MATLAB coding, we assume some 

parameter such as Nsym = 10^6 which denote bandwidth, 

nDSC =52 as data subcarrier, ipbit as a data bit which we 

modulate. And parameter such as Ct which gives cost of 

infrastructure, h as number of hops between two access point 

and B is time required complete one circuit. Network size is 

varied from 100 to 400 nodes and transmission range is up to 

100. And with the help of that all parameter we compare the 

MSC communication with RIP communication. And also 

prove that RIP is better than MSC. Also cost required for RIP 

is less as compare to MSC. 
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Fig, 4. Communication cost Vs transmission radius for routing 

 
 

    The routing performance for both RIP and MSC are 

calculated and results are shown in figure 4. In RIP both in-

ring and inter-ring communication is performed for 

transmission of message from source to destination. Results 

are shown for both mobility and no mobility. The results 

show that RIP saves more energy as compared to MSC. With 

mobility energy expenditure of RIP is very less as compare to 

MSC. Or in case of no mobility MSC requires more than 

double energy as compare to RIP. 
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Fig.5. Energy expenditure Vs transmission radius for selective data 

collection 

 

Figure 5. Shows  results for selective data collection in RIP 

and MSC .Here twenty nodes are randmly selected as to 

transmit nformation packet to the data collectors (four MAs 

in RIP and four cluster heads in MSC ).  Figure 5. Shows that 

overall cost for average communication. In thae case of 

mobility RIP save more than 800 % energy compare to MSC. 

In static scenario RIP saves less than half of energy as 

compared MSC. 
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Fig.6. Energy expenditure Vs transmission size for broadcast 

 

 In figure 6. We take tunable parameter for both approach 

such as (D= MSC and h= RIP) results shows that in RIP 

transmission from the backbone node is enough for 

broadcasting. But in MSC all nodes must transmit data to 

cover entire network. So the communication cost occurred by 

RIP is less than MSC So all above graph shows that energy 

expenditure RIP is always less than the MSC approach in all 

the process of communication such as routing, data collection 

and broadcast purpose. 

V. CONCLUSION 

  In this work we proposed the construction of ring 

framework by using RIP protocol. The main goal of our 

infrastructure is to support upper layer processes. RIP shows 

great flexibility and also overcomes failure in the 

infrastructure by segmentation and role based approach. The 

test results are shown via numerical calculations in MATLAB 

platform and that proposed work shows that with the help of 

using that infrastructure we can reduce double energy 

expenditure as compare to expenditure in MSC approach. 

And the test a result also shows that by using this 

infrastructure cost of communication is also reduced. Also 

the ring infrastructure support interesting features such as it 

provides both data-mule and multi-hop communication model 

and also ability to add new node with minimum aloft. 
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